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Abstract

Translation between varieties of the same
language is a widespread reality in the lo-
calisation industry. However, monolin-
gual statistical machine translation (SMT)
is still a solution that has not yet been ade-
quately explored; to the best of our knowl-
edge, previous work in this area has never
directly applied SMT to varieties of the
same language for the precise purpose of
reducing the time and cost of human trans-
lation and editing of content that needs to
be localised.

In this paper, we start exploring the prob-
lem by deploying SMT to translate Brazil-
ian Portuguese into European Portuguese.
Our exploration mainly takes into consid-
eration the use of bilingual dictionaries to
guide the decoder and modify the transla-
tion output. We also consider the option
of mining a bilingual dictionary from word
alignments obtained after standard SMT
training.

On good-quality data provided by Intel, we
show that the SMT baseline already consti-
tutes a strong system which in a number
of experiments we fail to improve upon.
We conjecture that bilingual dictionaries
mined from client data would help if more
heterogeneous training data were to be
added.

1 Introduction

Localising content does not only involve trans-
lating across different languages, but often also
translating between varieties of the same language.
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These varieties might differ in different repects, in-
cluding spelling (e.g. British English colour vs.
American English colour), lexicon (e.g. British
English autumn vs. American English fall), word
usage (e.g. British English I’m pissed off vs.
American English I’m pissed), grammar (e.g. Irish
English You’re after spilling my pint vs. British
English You’ve just spilt my pint), etc. Consid-
ering that often such translation tasks are carried
out by humans, monolingual translation becomes
costly and time-consuming, especially when one
takes into account how much the two languages
have in common.

Deploying Statistical Machine Translation
(SMT, e.g. Koehn et al. (2003)) would appear to
offer a solution to the problem. Given that the two
varieties are essentially the same language except
for some minor differences, we expect most of
the translation variants to be captured by an SMT
system. Moreover, we rely on the SMT system
to be able to capture those structures that are not
only acceptable in a language variety but are also
preferable; in a rule-based system (RBMT), these
could only be handled by complex hand-written
rules.

The present study was run as a short-term (3∼4-
week) innovation project between CNGL and In-
tel. The main goal of the present paper is to as-
sess to what extent automatic methods can deliver
a good translation between language varieties for
localised content. For this reason, in the present
study we refrain as much as possible from using
any hand-crafted rules. After an initial SMT base-
line was generated, we then explored (i) to what
extent the system needed to be improved, and (ii)
which techniques lead to the biggest improvement
in translation quality and hence, decrease in human
post-editing cost.

The language pair considered here is Brazil-
ian Portuguese (BP henceforth)→ European Por-
tuguese (EP). Although Portuguese orthography
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was standardised in 1990, considerable differences
remain between the two varieties in a number of
linguistic respects, including pronoun (e.g. 2nd
pers. pronoun → BP você vs. EP você/tu) and
verb usage (e.g. BP loss of the pluperfect tense)
and other lexical differences (e.g. PB autocarro
vs. BP ônibus).

The remainder of this paper is organised as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we demonstrate that while
same language translation can be of real benefit in
a number of use-cases, at the same time, very lit-
tle previous work appears to have been carried out.
In Section 3, we describe the data used to build
the various systems, and provide the results using
a variety of techniques in Section 4. In Section
5, we discuss some of the pertinent findings, and
conclude in Section 6 with some avenues for fu-
ture work.

2 Same Language Translation

Despite the number of potential applications for
same language translation, there are only a few
works which address the problem. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no published research
which has directly applied SMT to translate from
one language variety to another.

However, SMT has been applied for two re-
lated tasks in two of our own papers. In patented
work described in Cahill et al. (2009), we built
an English-to-English system using our in-house
MaTrEx system (Tinsley et al. (2008)) to gener-
ate an N-best list of outputs that could be used
for improved target-language speech synthesis. In
Penkale and Way (2012), we addressed the prob-
lem of translating a bad version of a language
into a ‘less poor’ one. This was in the context of
translating in-game text, where incorrect English –
usually written by a non-native game developer –
needs to be improved prior to localisation per se;
translating the poor original English ‘as is’ would
produce completely unintelligible output. Using
post-edited data as the target-side of the training
data, our SMT system was able to learn how to
automatically post-edit some of the errors made
by the source authors, in much the same way as
Dugast et al. (2007) and Simard et al. (2007) have
shown previously.

While we are unaware of any published work
on the subject, it is clear that Microsoft have done
something similar, albeit for a different purpose.

They describe their ‘Contextual Thesaurus’1 as
“an English-to-English machine translation system
that employs the same architecture that the Mi-
crosoft Translator uses when translating different
languages”. They list a number of applications for
this “large-scale paraphrasing system”, including
document simplification, language learning, pla-
giarism detection, summarization and question an-
swering, to name but a few.

As to non-statistical approaches, only Zhang
(1998) appears to have applied RBMT to trans-
late from Mandarin Chinese to Cantonese. Mu-
rakami et al. (2012) adopted instead a two-stage
translation pipeline where Japanese is first ren-
dered in English through pattern-based translation,
which is in turn translated into more correct En-
glish. Formiga et al. (2012) focused on improving
the output of an English-to-Spanish SMT system,
where correct morphology is generated in a post-
translation morphological generalisation stage.

As well as the use-cases presented already, the
current paper addresses a number of real-world
problems, which are as yet unsolved in the trans-
lation and localisation industries. Notwithstanding
the need to come up with a proper treatment of ter-
minology, we believe that some of the techniques
utilised in our work can be brought to bear in ad-
dressing two other crucial problems, namely out-
dated legacy Translation Memories (TMs) and the
introduction of new company terminology. As far
as the first of these is concerned, companies typi-
cally prune data according to its age; clearly this is
a very arbitrary solution. With respect to the sec-
ond, new terminology presented in company glos-
saries may not tally with legacy (but still useful)
TM data.

3 Data and System Building

The data were provided in the form of Intel TMs
– BP-to-EN and EP-to-EN, where the English side
was common to both – in the area of software doc-
umentation and customer support. As it was trans-
lated and validated by human experts, the data pro-
vided by Intel was of very good quality. However,
before training the engines, any punctuation and
markup ‘noise’ still left in the data was removed
via regular expressions.

Two phrase-based SMT systems were built us-
ing Moses (Koehn et al. (2007)). The first (referred

1http://labs.microsofttranslator.com/
thesaurus/
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Approaches BLEU TER METEOR
Baseline .589 0.292 0.704

+ DNT (exclusive) .588 0.292 0.704
+ DNT (constraint) .589 0.292 0.704

+ LEX SUB1 .577 0.301 0.697
+ RUL1 (all) .260 0.504 0.445

+ RUL1 (freq>5) .524 0.327 0.658
+ RUL1 (freq>10) .529 0.324 0.661

+ LEX SUB & dict from aligned data (constraint) .578 0.30 0.70
+ post-decoding LEX SUB .588 0.292 0.704

Table 1: System A: automatic evaluation scores for the different approaches.

to below as System A) was trained using 63,137
length-ratio filtered sentences (approx. 687,410
tokens). A devset of 1,498 sentences (approx.
20,286 tokens) was used to tune the weights for
the features in the log-linear model using MERT
(Och (2003)). In comparison, the second system
(System B) was trained on a larger set of 75,324
sentences (approx. 828,532 tokens) using a dif-
ferent devset containing 1,499 sentences (approx.
20,174 tokens). For both systems we used a single
test set comprising 1,500 sentences.

4 Methodology and Results

The main goal of the present paper is to show
which approach (or combination of approaches)
leads to the biggest improvement in translation
quality. In more detail, we explored the following
options:

1. Guiding decoding to ensure technical terms
are translated correctly via supplied dictionar-
ies,

2. Using lexical substitution to replace Brazilian
Portuguese words remaining in the output,

3. Using data-driven spelling rules to correct the
translation output,

4. Using company-internal and data-driven
bilingual dictionaries to both guide decoding
and correct the translation output.

The results for System A are shown in Table 1,
while those for System B are shown in Table 2.
Column 1 shows each of the different system vari-
ants built, with columns 2–4 showing the BLEU
(Papineni et al. (2002)), Translation Edit Rate
(TER: Snover et al. (2006)) and METEOR (Lavie
and Denkowski (2009)) scores, respectively. Note
that for BLEU and METEOR, the higher the score
the better, while for TER, a lower score is indica-
tive of better quality.

In the next sections, we describe each experi-
ment conducted with the results achieved.

4.1 Translation of technical terms

Intel provided us with a list of technical and prod-
uct names that the system should not mistranslate
or lose during decoding. In order to adhere to their
requirements, we wrapped those terms in xml tags
(i.e. 〈DNT〉 . . . 〈/DNT〉) and used both the exclu-
sive and constraint options implemented in Moses
to guide decoding; exclusive forces the decoder to
use a word input by the user as translation, while
constraint allows the decoder to use only those
phrases containing that word.

As seen from both Table 1 and Table 2, neither
of the two options (DNT (exclusive) and DNT (con-
straint)) outperforms the Baseline; however, in Ta-
ble 1, we see a small deterioration only for DNT
(exclusive) in terms of BLEU, although more sig-
nificant differences are seen in Table 2 for both op-
tions.2 Accordingly, it might be said that these
options do not appear to be too harmful, either.
Forcing the decoder to select a specific word or
phrase is likely to adversely impact the fluency
of the translation which is otherwise ensured dur-
ing phrase-based decoding (i.e. in the Baseline).
Of course, in the majority of cases the baseline
is able to translate these technical terms, merely
by dint of these appearing in the TM from which
the (correct) translations are learned; to us, this
is not too surprising considering that the human
translations on which the systems are trained are
produced following strict guidelines. However, for
many companies, correct rendering of terminology
is of paramount importance and they are willing to
sacrifice a small drop in (say) BLEU score as a
trade-off; in practice, this deterioration in transla-

2Note that while it is surprising that the results in Table 2 are
consistently lower, despite being trained on a larget data set,
the results in Tables 1 and 2 are not directly comparable given
that parameter estimation was performed on different devsets.
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Approaches BLEU TER METEOR
Baseline (w/ Intel content) .583 0.295 0.695

+ DNT (exclusive) .582 0.295 0.694
+ DNT (constraint) .583 0.295 0.695

+ LEX SUB & dict from aligned data (constraint) .571 0.305 0.685
+ post-decoding LEX SUB .583 0.295 0.695

Table 2: System B: automatic evaluation scores for the different approaches.

tion quality is small enough to be of no real conse-
quence to post-editors.

4.2 Lexical substitution
Here we used lexical substution as an attempt to
replace words in the hypothesis translations that
are still in Brazilian Portuguese. Here we assumed
that the reference contains the correct EP variant,
being human-translated material. We used an ini-
tial list of 982 item pairs provided by Intel. How-
ever, as shown in Table 1, this simple lexical sub-
stitution does not help translation, as words in the
human-provided reference sentences do not tally
with words described as ‘European Portuguese’ in
the Intel lexicon. As an example, consider the dic-
tionary items in (1):

(1) a. mais→maior
b. confiança→considerar como fidedigno

Now consult the behaviour in (2):

(2) a. EP reference: pode fazer compras com
mais confiança em sites que passam os
testes diários do serviço SECURE

b. EP translation baseline: pode efectuar
compras com maior confiança em sites
que passem os testes diários de Serviço
SECURE

c. EP translation with lexical substitution:
pode efectuar compras com maior con-
siderar como fidedigno em sites que
passem os testes diários de Serviço SE-
CURE

As we can see, while the Baseline produces the
correct form maior in (2b), it is penalised when
compared to the reference in (2a). Furthermore,
when we exercise the rule in (1b) to produce (2c)
– as required by the Intel dictionary – we generate
a translation which differs still further from (2a).
Given this, it is perhaps surprising that this ap-
proach does not show large deteriorations in trans-
lation quality as measured by the automatic met-
rics in Table 1 (see line 5 ‘LEX SUB1’). How-
ever, we were convinced enough that relying only

on such scores would not bring about translation
improvements even on the larger set, so we omit-
ted this experiment for System B.

4.3 Correcting the output using data-driven
spelling rules

Another method to improve the quality of transla-
tion is to automatically extract spelling rules from
the bilingual dictionary provided by Intel. These
rules are then transformed into regular expression
and applied to the test output post hoc. The al-
gorithm takes into consideration each pair in the
bilingual dictionary and sees which blocks differ
and which operation has to apply in order to trans-
form the source block into the target block. For in-
stance, a delete type difference is detected between
the pair in (3):

(3) BP:detecção→ EP: deteção

Consequently, we can extract a rule such as c→ø.
In order to exclude lexical differences (e.g. assi-

natura→subscrição) where block matching would
yield rules that are not systematic (because they are
not related to spelling differences), string-based
similarity Levenshtein (1966) is calculated prior to
rule extraction. If the pair has a similarity score
greater than .6 (empirically determined), the rule
is extracted.

At first we just extracted shallow rules resem-
bling phonological rules which consider whether
(i) the preceding or following letter is a vowel, (ii)
the preceding or following letter is a consonant,
and if so which consonant it is, and (iii) whether it
is in sentence-initial or final position. For instance,
a rule for c-deletion when preceded by a vowel and
followed by ç is shown in (4):

(4) Vcç→Vøç.

To calculate improvement we then consider three
different conditions: (i) all: all rules found are con-
sidered (RUL1 (all) in Table 1); (ii) (freq.>5): all
rules that were found more than 5 times are con-
sidered (RUL1 (freq>5)); and (iii) (freq.>10): all
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rules that were found more than 10 times are con-
sidered (RUL1 (freq>10)).

Again, the results in Table 1 do not show any
improvement across all metrics. What is especially
clear (cf. RUL1 (all)) is that it makes sense to limit
the application of the rules to those that were found
many times if extremely low performance is to be
avoided. One problem we detected with this ap-
proach was that some rules were over-generalised
and could have been grouped more wisely.

Given the poor results of the current rule ex-
traction algorithm, we considered a refinement
whereby the context is first over-specified and then
generalised if a lot of different contexts for the
same target block are found. Consider the two
rules in (5):

(5) a. (? <=s)ão$→ ø (lit. delete ão when pre-
ceded by s)

b. (? <=ç)ão$→ ø (lit. delete ão when pre-
ceded by ç)

We found some preceding context in common and
so were able to merge both rules in (5) into the rule
in (6):

(6) (? <=[sç])ão$→ ø

However, yet again this method did not lead to
any further improvement. One of the reasons why
poor-quality rules are extracted is because the in-
put comprised misaligned data. For example, the
rule in (7) tells us to delete word-final ‘s’ if it is
preceded by either a, p, e or o:

(7) (? <=[apeo])s$→ ø

This works correctly for strings such as (8a), but
not for (8b), where the form is the same in both EP
and BP:

(8) a. relatório de atividades → relatório de
atividade

b. log de atividades→ log de atividades

Furthermore, it applies to strings that it shouldn’t:
dos→do).

4.4 Company-internal vs. data-driven
bilingual dictionary

As we showed in Section 4.2, using the glos-
sary supplied by Intel didn’t help improve trans-
lation performance owing to mismatches with the
reference translations. While the results in the

previous section were disapppointing, we consid-
ered it to have some potential. Accordingly, we
extracted instead a bilingual dictionary (omitting
function words) using alignment information com-
puted during training. This alignment informa-
tion was filtered post hoc using fine-grained POS-
tagging and morphological analysis using Freeling
(Padró and Stanilovsky (2012)) for Portuguese.

However, again we were again unable to im-
prove over the Baseline. Nonetheless, this ap-
proach (LEX SUB & dict from aligned data (con-
straint)) produces slightly better quality transla-
tions according to all three automatic evaluation
metrics than the original LEX SUB1 method.
Performing this model in a post-decoding phase
causes results to improve still further, with results
matching the Baseline in Table 1 for both TER and
METEOR, although the BLEU score lags behind
a little. In Table 2, with the larger training set, we
see exactly the same thing: TER and METEOR
scores match the Baseline, with BLEU just a little
lower.

5 Observations

The fact that no method implemented leads to two
different hypotheses.

Firstly, the baseline models are already able to
learn very strong translation patterns (i.e. words
and phrases), such that there is little need for mod-
ifications to be made. All other methods we tried
lead either to errors, or to paraphrases that are still
correct but which are sufficiently different from the
reference translation to be unfairly penalised. For
instance, the sentences in (9) are grammatical and
almost identical in meaning to the reference, but an
n-gram overlap-based metric such as BLEU fails to
reward the two sentences appropriately.

(9) a. Reference: contacto do suporte ( online
ou telefone )

b. Baseline: contacte o suporte ( Online ou
Telefonico ).

c. Lex sub w/ aligned data (constraint): en-
tre em contacto com o suporte ( online
ou por telefone )
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That the baseline already is able to recognise some
inter-language patterns can be seen in (10) and
(11), where the baseline system is able to trans-
late the bp construction estar + gerundive vs. ep
estar a + infinitive:

(10) a. Source: [...] descobrimos que ele pode
estar tentando vender algo que normal-
mente [...]

b. Baseline: [...] verificamos que pode es-
tar a tentar vender algo que , [...]

c. Lex sub w/ aligned data (constraint):
same as Baseline

(11) a. Source: [...] este arquivo esteja sendo
usado [...]

b. Baseline: [...] este ficheiro está a ser
utilizado [...]

c. Lex sub w/ aligned data (constraint):
same as Baseline

Secondly, the reason why the basic model is able
to learn translation patterns to a consistently high
level is because all the material is from the same
domain and of good quality, seeing as it is human
translated and validated. We hypothesise here that
if more heterogenous material were to be used for
training (out-of-domain, possibly containing some
errors, e.g. emanating from a ‘light’ post-edit),
then lexical substitution based on the aligned data
is likely to lead to an improvement over the base-
line.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we bootstrapped a Brazilian
Portuguese-to-European Portuguese SMT system
from Intel TMs where the English side was com-
mon to both. We demonstrated that the perfor-
mance of the Baseline engines was so strong that
an array of techniques could not bring about any
improvement as measured by three mainstream au-
tomatic evaluation metrics. Accordingly, what is
essential is that a human evaluation be carried out,
to see which translations are actually preferred by
users. Given that the SMT system is producing a
score of nearly 0.6 BLEU points on a large test set,
our experience tells us that this may be immedi-
ately deployed in Intel with productivity gains for
post-editors likely to be of the order of double their
human translation throughput. Of course, this too
needs to be verified, and the cost savings calculated

once the engine is deployed in Intel’s translation
workflow.

Given that the methods used are language-
independent, it can also be extended to other lan-
guage variety pairs; those of immediate interest
to Intel include ES-to-ES-xx and FR-to-FR-CA.
Moreover, we have shown that applying language
variety conversion can go far beyond simple con-
tent localisation, although for a large player like
Intel, already helping just this use-case is likely to
lead to significant savings.

As well as these topics, we aim to investigate
whether deploying similar pre-processing tech-
niques on the training data itself before engine
building can lead to improved translation output. If
successful, this will have important consequences
for companies owning large amounts of legacy TM
data, who will subsequently be able to curate their
data sets in a more informed manner than is cur-
rently the case.
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